2017 IDEA WORLD CREATIVE DRAMA DAY
It can be possible for a person to improve himself in a sophisticated way,
know-identify himself, discover similarities and differences between himself and
others, accept them and show empathy by means of the integrative effect of art and
culture. As individuals improve their own knowledge and skills and contribute to
their own cultures with innovative, creative and productive approaches, culture and
values improve in a way a person wants.
Democracy culture is a person’s self-evaluation, criticism, self-control and
respect for others. Socrates says, “The unexamined life is not worth living”.
In healthy societies, communication is the common ground of differences in
social roles, necessity to be just, and empathy and sensitivity.
Creative drama is an effective way to reach individuals with its discipline and
methods and it also makes it possible for the participant to learn through experience
regardless of their age and education level.
Experiences, creating ambiences by the use of knowledge role-play,
addressing different situations through improvisation, a person’s ability to know
himself and question his reactions eventually lead him to perceive life in many
aspects, see the same concept in different ways and correctly evaluate relationships,
situations and consequences.
A person’s desire to know, understand and tell himself and others is one of
the most fundamental characteristics. However, we must correctly set the causeeffect relationships and respect differences in a tolerant manner in order to
understand the person we interact with.
In globalized world, accessing information in technology era is becoming
easier while looking for the truth has started to be seen as a need. However, it is
possible for an individual to appropriately use his experiences and knowledge by
feeling himself sufficient, questioning and practicing.
Creative drama studies are able to make people be in peace within
themselves, analyze their human affairs fairly, express their various experiences and
creativities by combining them with arts, obtain correct knowledge, skills and
understandings, and start a reconstruction process by experiencing feelings, ideas
and dreams. This process establishes the starting point of democracy culture.
It is our common objective to produce, share and develop sustainable ideas
on arts and culture focusing on human and fairness. I would like to share how right
and meaningful these creative drama driven fundamental values are on World
Creative Drama day.
Love & Regards.
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